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Lorelei Vauss gets more than she bargained for when she sneaks aboard a transport vessel headed

for Earth. All she wanted was a chance to escape the intergalactic embassy ship where sheâ€™d

lived for every minute of her twenty-five years. Instead, the transportâ€™s co-pilot double-crosses

them, intercepting a Keldeeri slaver ship and selling the female passengers to the Quarter Moon

thugs.Lorelei manages to escape from the slavers before they can sell her to a brothel, but only by

crash landing an escape pod in the worst possible place: a Qulari princeâ€™s self-imposed exile.For

his part, Calder Fevâ€™rosk wants nothing to do with the arrogant but beautiful young woman he

rescued from the rubble, but the only way to keep the slavers from claiming her again is to marry

herâ€¦and prove that itâ€™s for real.What starts as a marriage of convenience takes a turn for the

worse when Lorelei has a chance to return to the Kaldeeri and rescue the other women. It will mean

leaving Qetesh and thrusting Calder back into his rightful role as prince, a role he never wanted. But

does she love himâ€”and herselfâ€”enough to do what has to be done?*BONUS BOOK: This book

also contains Alien Alpha (Qetesh Warrior), the first book in the Qetesh series. Both of these are

standalone, HEA Romances!
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I was given a complimentary copy of this book in return for an honest review.Calder Fev'rosk is a

priest dedicated to the well being of his people. Calder finds himself in a crisis of faith as he attends

to the passing of his mother, the final female (and queen) of the Qetesh. He is lost to his grief, and

resigns his position at the temple.Lorelei Vauss is a space brat; born and raised on the Atria, a deep

space faring vessel. Lorelei has an unquenchable to leave the ship and go to Earth, her ancestral

planet. Lorelei reaches out to Teldana, a ship's captain and convinces Teledana to smuggle Lorelei

off the Atria and start her on her journey to Earth.Space slavers capture Teledana's ship and take all

the women on board as slaves, to be sold to the highest bidder, either for breeding purposes or

brothels. Lorelei is determined to escape, and elicits a promise from each of the women that

whomever manages to escape, will help free the remaining women.During a disturbance, Lorelei

makes a break for it, and finds an escape pod. The slavers attempt to prevent Lorelei from

escaping, but in doing so, damage the pod. The pod launches with massive damage and quickly

draining life support. Crash landing on the planet, Lorelei is rescued by Calder. Sparks fly almost

from the first, as each has to come to terms with their emotions. Lorelei is adamant she must save

the other women, and Calder is unsure what he can do. Did Lorelei flee the slavers to a worse fate,

or was she running headlong into her destiny?

I really liked this story about a woman named Lorelie who had been raised aboard the Star ship

Atria. It's all she has ever know and she wants to visit earth to learn about her culture. She is

kidnapped by the Keldeeri and is about to be sold as a sex slave. The Prince in the story is Calder

Fev'Rosk. I won't go into more detail as it would be a huge spoiler to do so. Needless to say, the

storyline is flowing and exciting. The love story is everything you want. Love and angst and a

happily ever after. I can't believe the price. It was well worth more. I was given this arc for an honest

review.

If you'd walked up and said "hey, aliens are hot," I would have to raise a skeptical eyebrow.

Alien-human romance? Uh, okay. But I LOVED this book! It's like the best parts of romance

combined with the best parts of sci-fi, and everything about it is super hot. Juniper Leigh is an

incredible storyteller, and she keeps you guessing and engaged from cover to cover.

This book felt a little hard to pin down. It was engaging in some places and really slow in a lot of the

book. It felt like you were plopped down in this world and that you clearly were missing information if



you did not read the first book. (They are noted as standalone books. But I had not read the first one

and I was completely lost in who is who in the alien systems for a good part of the book.) The

problem I had with the book was the heroine she seemed to have several different personalities and

none of them particularly appealing. Her motivations and actions were not really clear and it makes

it hard to connect with her as a character. SPOILERISH stuff following: Example being her escape

were are not really given a sense that she had any military training and she suddenly can engineer

her escape. But she turns around and is completely useless on the world she crash landed on. The

author does a nice job explaining the hero's motivations, but the action scenes felt a little routine

and not particularly innovative. The book was an okay read for me but it took me a while to read

through it because it never caught my attention.I was given a complimentary copy of this book in

return for an honest review.

Title: Alien Prince: (Bride of Qetesh)Note: 2 books in this package. This book also contains Alien

Alpha (Qetesh Warrior), the first book in the Qetesh series. Both of these are standalone, HEA

Romances.Author: Juniper LeighThis is my review of Alien Prince. I bought this book through . This

is 2 books in what I hope is a series.This book is the story of Lorelei Vauss who gets attacked and

grabbed by slavers when she sneaks aboard a transport heading to Earth. She manages to escape

the slave ship but ends up crash landing on a primitive planet named Qetesh and saved by a man

who was once a Priest, and Prince, to his people. Calder Fevâ€™rosk saves her, helps her, and

marries her to keep the slavers from taking her back and returns to his people as King with a new

Queen at his side. But can he keep her? Will she stay with him? Will she manage to save the other

girls that were kidnapped with her? Will Lorelei help save the people of Qetesh who have lost all of

the females of their kind and are on the brink of extinction?Also included is Alien Alpha (Qetesh

Warrior). This story shows you the beginning of how the Qetesh people started to try to save their

people by mating other species. Will the women sent to his planet help? And why is the woman that

he finds in the escape pod not there out of her own free will? This is a great story that tells you the

beginning of the breeding program and of the Qetesh saga.I did not like how the chapters switched

back and forth from their different views and found myself having to read the title of each chapter in

order to make sure I knew who was talking but other than that it was a great book.
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